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Broadcast Mediums 

 

Digital media is becoming more popular for advertising, but radio and television are still 

being used successfully for advertising.  The budget available, specific message to communicate, 

and the target audience to reach out to are primary factors to consider when determining which 

broadcast media to choose.    An integrated marketing campaign that uses many forms of media 

is often best, if the time and money resources are available.  There are many aspects to take into 

consideration, with the specific product or service, financial resources, time sensitivity as well as 

the target audience guiding the decision. Regardless of  the channel of delivery, the message 

must be concise, but clear.  A simple way, but creative of portraying a powerful message is 

necessary to grab people’s attention quickly.  An ad must quickly grab and hold the readers 

attention. After the viewer is made aware and convinced of the benefits of the product or service, 

they must be informed of how to obtain the fantastic items of interest  (Altstiel & Grow. 2013). 

The primary objectives, of quickly and effectively reaching a target audience, are similar 

no matter what the medium of presentation, such as web, radio, and television. Radio is a lower 

cost avenue for the viewer as well as the advertiser. Most people own a radio and it can stimulate 

immediate action. Local and national campaigns can be promoted with radio. Messages can be 

personalized to reach specific demographics.  The sound style selected is very important for 

radio and much thought should be given to the voice talent. Radio uses voices to create visuals, 

so extra concern is needed to ensure the audio is correct. Timing is also critical in radio to fit the 

intended message in the time allocated for the advertisement. Getting to the point and capturing 

attention quickly in a simple way is recommended for all advertising mediums, including radio.  

Radio uses voices to create visuals, so extra concern is needed to ensure the audio is presenting 

the intended message.  An example of an advantage radio has over other mediums is the positive 
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affect on key demographics that well-known radio personalities can offer (Altstiel & Grow. 

2013). 

According to Advertising Creative, “television advertising has been driving our culture 

since the late 1940s” (Altstiel, T. & Grow. 2013. p. 238).  The use of advertising via TV offers 

many advantages, such as the ability to reach a large number of viewers and to deliver highly 

targeted commercials (Altstiel, T. & Grow. 2013. p. 238).  Other than the Internet, the television 

is the best choice for a sight and sound medium, according to Advertising Creative (Altstiel, T. 

& Grow. 2013. p. 238).    TV is a great way to promote an integrated marketing campaign.  The 

selection of ways to view content, such as computers and smartphones, continues to grow with 

modern technology (Altstiel, T. & Grow. 2013). 

An iconic television commercial mentioned in Advertising Creative that continues to be 

known for outstanding design and fantastic branding is the Macintosh ad that portrayed the 

statement “think different”, launched as a 1984 super bowl advertisement, years before the 

slogan became synonymous with the Apple brand. (Altstiel, T. & Grow. 2013. p. 238).  This ad 

helped uniquely promote the company with simple words in a creative way that is very 

memorable. The well-chosen phrase of “think different” clearly demonstrate the benefits of the 

product in a memorable way (Altstiel & Grow. 2013. p. 238). 

The potential of the digital advertising potential continues to grow with the online world 

continuing to become more powerful.  Online social media, such as Facebook and Linkedin are 

constantly becoming more popular. Advertising Creative discussed the prominence of Google 

and informs that this super Web search tool dominates “nearly every corner of digital space” 

(quote from Altstiel & Grow. 2013. p. 254).  In discussion about search engines, Advertising 

Creative informs that YouTube is the second most popular (Altstiel & Grow. 2013. p. 254).    
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An example of using the Internet to advertise your own products, as well as profit by 

offering other businesses and organizations advertising space, can be demonstrated by Our State 

(North Carolina) magazine.  Their Web Site, www.ourstate.com, is published as a supplement to 

the printed magazine, which offers information about the state of North Carolina.  Providing 

items of interest about North Carolina, such as culture, history, food, arts, and interesting travel 

spots, is the purpose of this publishing organization, according to their Web Site (Our State. 

n.d.). They nicely present many ways to attract readers and promote their magazine, as well as 

inform they can offer an avenue for other businesses and organizations to advertise, per 

information discussed in their ad specs (Our State. Sec: Ad Specs. n.d.). They offer a variety of 

sizes of banner advertisements that can be set up on www.ourstate.com with a clickable link to 

the Web Site for the advertiser (Our State. n.d.). 

The power of combining online and television advertising can be demonstrated well by 

the efforts of Progressive Casualty Insurance Company. Offering advertisements on both 

television and the Progressive Web Site, www.progressive.com, ensures it is reaching a wider 

target audience. Someone who watches the commercial on television may be motivated to 

review Progressive’s online media for more details. If people see the ad on both mediums, then 

the integrated marketing message is being reinforced.  The more opportunities a company has to 

communicate with their potential customers, the better chance they have of making a sale.  

As part of an integrated advertising campaign that includes television, Internet, and social 

media, and their popular spokesperson, Flo, Progressive creates awareness about their company.  

Their Web Site displays a section where Progressive commercials are available for online 

viewing (Progressive TV Commercials. Sec: Commercials. 2014). Persuading potential 

http://www.ourstate.com/
http://www.progressive.com/
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customers to contact Progressive by phone or Web would be a goal from their campaign. A visit 

to the www.progressive.com will offer resources about the variety of items Progressive can 

insure, as well as the opportunity to obtain a quote or purchase online (Progressive. 2014). 

Additionally, encouraging customers or target market to interact on social media for Progressive 

and Flo, the Progressive Girl, would offer value for Progressive.  Flo, the Progressive Girl, has 

become an icon with an impressive amount of followers.  Flo has her own Facebook account, 

described in the About section as “The fan page for Flo, Progressive’s always happy-to-help 

insurance clerk” (Flo, the Progressive Girl’s Facebook).   Flo’s Facebook currently has over 5.4 

million “likes” (Flo, the Progressive Girl’s Facebook). The Facebook for Progressive has 250, 

959 “likes” to date (Progressive Facebook), which is significantly less than the Facebook 

following for Flo.  However, both of these Facebook accounts collectively benefit the marketing 

efforts of Progressive.  Similarly, Flo and Progressive each have separate Twitter accounts.  Flo 

is prominently included on the home pages of both Twitter (Progressive Twitter) and Facebook 

(Progressive Facebook) for Progressive. The popularity of Flo is clear and being utilized 

aggressively for marketing by Progressive. Progressive is wisely taking advantage of what 

technology has to offer for advertising. 

Similar to writing good copy for print, creating effective broadcast demonstrations takes 

time, talent, and effort.  Many similar techniques can be utilized regardless of the medium of 

broadcasting.  Offering creativity presented in a simple way that serves to favorably promote the 

brand is wise for any advertising. Finding the right way to communicate the intended message 

that appeals to the relevant target audience is a challenge for radio, television, as well as digital 

advertising. Radio must be done without visual supplements so the intended story can be easily 

determined by the audience.  TV and Websites have the opportunity to combine sights and 

http://www.progressive.com/
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sounds to reach viewers.  The Web has the added advantage of being available constantly.  

Adequate information about the product or service and the target market audience is critical to 

creating the appropriate broadcast message.  Concisely and quickly grabbing the reader’s 

attention and persuading them of the benefits of the product or service is critical, whether the 

message is being presented via radio, television, or the Web (Altstiel & Grow. 2013.). 
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